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he United States federal court system divides
functions among courts at different levels of the
judicial hierarchy. The Supreme Court articulates
legal doctrine that will guide decision-making by the
lower federal courts. The lower courts are allocated the
task of law application—they implement the guidance
given by the Supreme Court in the form of legal doctrine by applying it to the myriad factual situations presented in actual cases. As a result, while the Supreme
Court has the power to articulate broad principles,
it must rely on the lower federal courts to determine
outcomes across the mass of cases in accordance with
its directions.
When deciding cases, the Supreme Court not only
decides the outcome—which party wins—it also must
choose how to articulate the doctrine that will govern
similar, subsequent cases. That decision has been variously characterized as a choice between vagueness and
specificity, narrowness and breadth, or, most famously, standards and rules. That choice in turn determines
how much discretion lower courts will have when applying the precedent, thereby influencing the outcomes
they reach.
This paper formally studies the choice of doctrinal
form using a dynamic model of upper and lower court
interactions. The aim is to understand how the Supreme
Court’s efforts to influence case outcomes in the lower
courts will affect their choice of doctrinal form. In addition to considering the factors that influence an initial
choice on the spectrum between rules and standards,
we also explore the dynamics of changes in doctrinal
form. Why might the Court shift from a rule-like command to a more open-ended standard; or transform a
standard into a more rigid rule-like command?
[I]n practice, legal doctrine often shifts in form from
a rule to a standard, or standard to a rule, sometimes
cycling back again to an earlier form. In Miranda v.
Arizona, for example, the Supreme Court replaced a “totality of the circumstances” test for the voluntariness of
a confession with the hard-edged requirement that an
explicit warning about the right to remain silent must
be given in order for statements by a suspect to be ad30
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missible. Conversely, in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, the
Court replaced Roe v. Wade’s trimester approach, which
set sharp boundaries for determining when a woman
has a right to terminate a pregnancy, with an undue
burden standard that permits consideration of a wide
variety of factors.
Up to now, little attention has been paid to how interactions between upper and lower courts influence
doctrinal form. This neglect is surprising in some ways,
because lower courts play a crucial role in implementing whatever rules or standards are laid down by the
Supreme Court. For the vast majority of litigants, it is
the decisions of the lower courts—how they apply established doctrines—that give meaning and force to the
pronouncements of the Supreme Court. Nevertheless,
the rules and standards literature pays little attention
to the vertical relationship between courts. At the same
time, judicial politics scholars, who do pay attention to
institutional structure and inter-court dynamics, traditionally ignored the function and form of doctrine.
For a long time, the only concern was judicial votes:
doctrine and legal reasoning were viewed as merely
cover for judges’ policy preferences, the true drivers
of decision-making.
[Our model] develops an endogenous account [of
shifts from rules to standards], focusing on how repeated interactions between an upper and lower court
might drive doctrinal change. The repeated game
model predicts that doctrine will evolve endogenously as the Supreme Court learns that its prior doctrine
is not producing the “correct” results in enough cases. More concretely, in an equilibrium of the repeated
game, when the Supreme Court issues a standard, the
lower court attempts to cooperate by only incorporating new information [into the case law] when the
Supreme Court would want the information considered. Unfortunately, the lower court is occasionally
mistaken about the Supreme Court’s preferences. The
Supreme Court responds to mistaken applications of
precedent by shifting the doctrine to more rule-like
commands. Such commands cabin or constrain the lower court’s discretion. Too much constraint, however,

is costly to the Supreme Court, because in some cases
new information that it would find relevant is excluded from consideration. Hence, the possibility of cycling
back to a standard.
This type of oscillation in doctrinal form is illustrated by

the Supreme Court’s recent cases interpreting the Sixth
Amendment’s Confrontation Clause. These cases raise
the question whether the testimony of a witness who is
not available for cross-examination at trial may constitutionally be used by the prosecution in a criminal trial.
In 1980, the Supreme Court in Ohio v. Roberts, 448 U.S.
56 (1980) summed up the general approach it had been
taking in these cases: when a witness is not available
for cross-examination at trial, his statement is admissible “only if it bears adequate ‘indicia of reliability.’”
This interpretation of the Confrontation Clause
was clearly framed as a standard. The test afforded judges a great deal of discretion in determining the reliability of proffered testimony, and left
them free to consider any of a number of factors
that they might consider relevant to that inquiry.
In 2004, in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004),
the Court repudiated its earlier approach and replaced
it with something much closer to a rule. Specifically, the
Court held that when it comes to “testimonial evidence,”
prior statements cannot be admitted at a criminal trial
unless the witness is unavailable and the defendant had
a prior opportunity to cross-examine the witness. As the
Court put it, “the only indicium of reliability sufficient
to satisfy constitutional demands is … confrontation.”
Thus, at least as to testimonial evidence, the Court’s
new test removed the discretion of judges to inquire
into the reliability of out-of-court statements. The model
suggests that the Supreme Court moved from the standard articulated in Roberts to the far more constraining
Crawford rule, because it observed the lower courts applying the standard in ways it disagreed with, incorporating factors it believed irrelevant. Although the Supreme Court stated that it had “no doubt that the courts
below were acting in utmost good faith” when assessing
reliability, it explained that it was changing the doctrine
because the prior standard left “too much discretion in
judicial hands.”
In the view of the Court, the standard was “amorphous,” “unpredictable,” and “manipulable,” allowing “countless factors” to bear on the question of
whether a statement was reliable. The Court reviewed dozens of lower court decisions to demonstrate how different courts treated the same factor in opposite ways, or relied on erroneous factors
in deciding whether a statement was reliable.
The rule enunciated in Crawford was clearly intended to constrain lower courts, restricting their discretion to admit prior testimony that had not been tested

by cross-examination. However, the model suggests
that imposition of a rule will be costly because it will
constrain lower courts from considering new information, even when the Supreme Court would agree that it
is relevant.
Thus, seven years after Crawford, the Supreme Court
in Michigan v. Bryant, 131 S. Ct. 1143 (2011) decided
another Confrontation Clause case that significantly
moved the relevant test back in the direction of a more
open-ended standard. While nominally accepting the
framework established in Crawford, the Court in Bryant
greatly expanded the discretion of judges to determine
whether the prior statement of an unavailable witness
could be admitted at a criminal trial. It did so by creating an open-ended standard for determining whether a
statement was “testimonial evidence” subject to the requirement of cross-examination, or “non-testimonial”
and therefore outside the concerns of the Confrontation
Clause. According to the majority, this inquiry turned
on the “primary purpose” for which a statement had
been taken, which courts should determine by “looking
to all of the relevant circumstances.”
The dissenters in Bryant criticized the majority for
moving back toward “open-ended” and “amorphous”
inquiries into the “totality of the circumstances bearing upon reliability.” Rejecting their criticisms that
the new standard was unworkable, the majority asserted that “we … are unwilling to sacrifice accuracy
for simplicity.”
The recent evolution of doctrine in the Confrontation Clause cases thus appears to fit the model well. Of
course, there were significant changes in the membership of the Court between 2004 and 2011, but changing
preferences alone do not offer a persuasive explanation
for the doctrinal shifts. The Crawford Court’s move to
overturn Roberts, did not follow any significant ideological shift, but came after the Court’s membership had
been stable for 10 years. On the other hand, although
Bryant’s move back toward a standard occurred after
significant changes in the Court’s membership, the
Court’s overall ideological composition did not shift
dramatically.
Although four new justices joined the Court between
the Crawford and Bryant decisions, these changes in
membership did not dramatically shift the ideological
balance of the Court. For the most part, the retiring justices were replaced by others with similar views. The
most significant change in terms of ideological balance was the appointment of Justice Alito to fill Justice
O’Connor’s seat. This change was far less consequential than might be expected, because it had the effect
of making Justice Kennedy the new median justice, resulting in a Court only moderately more conservative
than before.				
Continued on page 41
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published “The History of Elements
of the Rule of Law,” from his plenary
address, Singapore Journal of Legal
Studies; “The Unrecognized Triumph
of Historical Jurisprudence,” Texas
Law Review; and “Legal Educators
Defending the Status Quo,”
Washington University Journal of
Law & Policy. Throughout the year,
Tamanaha presented his scholarship
at a number of conferences and
symposia. He received an Israel
Treiman Research Fellowship for
2012–13 and was named the David M.
Becker Professor of the Year for 2013
by the student body.
Karen Tokarz
charles nagel professor
of public interest law

& public service and
director, negotiation &
dispute resolution
program

Karen Tokarz was selected the Student
Bar Association’s inaugural Clinical
and Advocacy Professor of the
Year and received the St. Louis
Metropolitan Equal Housing Opportunity Council Open Door Award
for her efforts to advance mortgage
foreclosure mediation legislation.
Her article advocating for expanded
experiential legal education and required clinical courses for all students
is forthcoming in the Washington
University Journal of Law & Policy.
Tokarz presented on experiential legal
education topics at the Association of
American Law Schools Clinical Education Conference in Puerto Rico and
the Midwest Clinical Conference in
St. Louis. She also coordinated the
15th annual Public Interest Law &
Policy Speakers Series. Tokarz supervised 17 students in public interest
summer internships in Chile, China,
Ghana, India, Panama, and South
Africa; two students at the UN
International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda; one student at Earthrights
in Thailand; and three students who
taught the 15th undergraduate Women
& the Law course (in collaboration
with Susan Appleton).

Andrew Tuch
associate professor
of law

Andrew Tuch presented his paper,

“Conflicted Gatekeepers: The Volcker
Rule and Goldman Sachs,” at the
2012 Midwestern Law and Economics
Association annual conference. The
paper was published in Virginia Law
& Business Review. He presented
his paper, “Conflicted Financial
Conglomerates,” at the Midwestern
Junior Faculty Forum. This summer
and fall, he will present his paper on
“Investment Bankers: The Forgotten
Broker-Dealers” at the Southeastern
Association of Law Schools annual
meeting and at the University of
Notre Dame Law School. His current
work, in conjunction with the
Center for Empirical Research in the
Law, examines the effectiveness of
regulatory enforcement on
broker-dealers.
Melissa Waters
professor of law

Melissa Waters completed her terms
as vice dean and as co-director of the
online LLM program, @WashULaw.
She presented her scholarship
at a number of international law
conferences throughout the year and
continues her research for a book
examining the influence of European
institutions in the evolution of
international legal norms prohibiting
the death penalty.
Peter Wiedenbeck
joseph h. zumbalen
professor of law

indirect pension plan investment
vehicles (co-authored with R. Hinkle
and A. Martin), titled “Invisible
Pension Investments,” in Virginia
Tax Review. As an outgrowth of that
study, he has been recruited to serve
on a Government Accountability
Office expert panel addressing the
utility of the current Form 5500
pension plan financial reporting. He
presented a preliminary draft of an
article, called “Trust Variation and
ERISA’s Misbegotten ‘Presumption
of Prudence,’” at a conference for
employee benefits scholars held at the
University of Michigan Ross School
of Business. A second edition of his
West casebook on Employee Benefits
(with R. Osgood) was published in
May 2013. Wiedenbeck also chaired a
faculty workgroup that investigated
and framed issues relating to the law
school’s institutional identity and
priorities for consideration by the
full faculty at a retreat held in
February 2013.
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In any case, with Scalia and
Ginsberg in dissent, and Roberts
and Alito joining Sotomayor’s
majority opinion, the votes in
Bryant did not fall along traditional
ideological lines. Interestingly, the
two centrist judges—Kennedy and
Breyer—joined the majority in
both Crawford and Bryant. Thus, a
traditional policy preference story
cannot easily explain the shift from
standard to rule back to standard in
the Confrontation Clause cases.
Excerpted with permission from 4
Journal of Legal Analysis 329 (2012)
jla.oxfordjournals.org/
content/4/2/329.full.pdf+html
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Peter Wiedenbeck published an
empirical study of the holdings of

judicial decision-making.
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